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Log Cabin Quilts New Quilts From An Old Favorite
A New Look at Log Cabin QuiltsDesign a Scene Block by Block Plus 9 Easy-to-follow ProjectsC&T Publishing Inc
Presents instructions for seven projects in classic settings and twelve projects in contemporary settings.
Best-selling authors Marci Baker and Sara Nephew are back with a new slant on the classic Log Cabin. This updated second edition includes 6 amazing new patterns, for a total of 40 projects! Use the 10" Clearview Triangle ruler, also sold by C&T Publishing for fast and easy cutting. A robust "design your own" section with setting shapes, alternate blocks, and border options will help you uncover infinite possibilities. This fully illustrated guide includes easy-to-use troubleshooting tips and detailed material lists for all the quilts.
A creative introduction to the Log Cabin quilt describes the diverse variations of this adaptable quilting design, furnishing helpful advice on how to create an original Log Cabin quilt, options for block construction, eighteen block styles with variations, setting options, outstanding finished quilts, and a workbook with full-page diagrams. Original. 12,000 first printing.
The Ultimate Creative Guide to the Most Popular and Versatile Pattern
From Walking-Foot Wonders to Free-Motion Favorites
Curvy Log Cabin Quilts
Design a Scene Block by Block Plus 9 Easy-to-follow Projects
Log Cabin Fever
Modern Patchwork Home
A Brand New Story
Judy Martin's Log Cabin Quilt Book provides 16 complete patterns for that all-time favorite quilt design, the Log Cabin. 15 of the patterns are new and original from the fertile mind of Judy Martin. She also provides 1 traditional pattern for those who want to start with the basics before moving on to more interesting variations. Chapters cover everything you will ever need to know about Log Cabins, including fabric selection, sets, keeping track of the logs, machine piecing, borders, quilting, binding, and individualizing your quilt.
This lavishly illustrated volume is Judy Martin's 19th book on quilting, her 2nd devoted to Log Cabins. She has designed more original patterns than anyone in history.
Extraordinary Log Cabin Quilts has patterns for 15 extraordinary quilts from the Queen of Log Cabin Quilts.
Kiss your seam ripper goodbye &break;&break;Enjoy quilting like never before with Log Cabin Quilts With Attitude. &break;&break;Disregard perfect seam allowances. Forget about matching up corners. Combine fabrics without fretting. Give your seam ripper the slip. And do it all as you turn the traditional log cabin pattern on its ear with Sharon V. Rotz' innovative Freedom Block format. &break;&break;Log Cabin Quilts With Attitude gives you: &break;&break;Detailed techniques teaching the basics of Freedom Blocks
&break;Clear instructions for 15+ fun and fabulous projects, including bed quilts, banners, dining accessories, pillows, wall hangings and totes &break;20+ full-size templates and applique patterns &break;155+ step-by-step illustrations and 125+ full-color photographs &break;&break;Whether you want to use up your stash or splurge on brand-new fabrics, you'll revel in your newfound quilting freedom with Log Cabin Quilts With Attitude.
Features 37 designs that provide a glimpse of yesteryear or unconventional designs that are unique. This work is for beginner, intermediate and advanced skill levels.
From Inspiration to Art Quilt: Color, Composition & Visual Pathways
A Fresh Look at Neutral Quilt Patterns
Log Cabin Variations
Modern Patchwork Projects Inspired by Log Cabin Blocks
12 Skill-Building Quilt Patterns
A New Twist on an Old Favorite
Cabin Fever
Best-selling author Amy Ellis has outdone herself with this amazing collection of new blocks and quilts. With her spot-on design sense, she shows how to use neutrals--including large-scale prints, solids, and tonal fabrics--in stunning quilts. Choose from 15 extraordinary quilt patterns that range from simple to intricate Discover Amy's secrets for using graphic quilt designs stitched in neutral tones to add sophistication and texture to living spaces Find an
assortment of great gift ideas, even for guys
Turn fat quarters into gorgeous quilts! A great resource for quilters, especially beginners, fat quarters are bundles of colorful, coordinating fabrics so all of the “choosing” is already done for them! Fat Quarter Workshop features 12 quilt patterns and step-by-step projects using these convenient bundles, plus insightful details on how to choose fabrics and colors to use in your quilt projects and essential quilting techniques. Also included are clear
explanations for special treatments and techniques, from custom ruler work, free motion quilting, straight-line quilting, and more. Author Stephanie Soebbing is the owner of Quilt Addicts Anonymous and Stashin' with Stephanie where she provides a fat quarter subscription service for quilters. She is also the author of the wildly popular Simple Quilts for the Modern Home.
On t.p.: Complete patterns and instructions for making all types of Log Cabin quilts.
The Log Cabin Quilt is as traditional as they come but with a bit of imagination and the help of our inspiring designers you can take the traditional and make it so much more. Everything you need is here, the patterns, the instructions and the designers unique spin on the traditional with today's fantastic fabrics and techniques. All you need now it the will and time to make one. Included in this book:Raw-Edge Fusible Applique tutorialQuilting Basics
tutorialAccuQuilt chart for the Rainbow Log Cabin quilt (this is a bonus)
Judy Martin's Log Cabin Quilt Book
40 Projects - New Quilts, Design-Your-Own Options & More
Sew Very Easy Quilt Favorites
The Basics & Beyond
A Quilting Life
Fabulous Quilts That Make the Most of Your Stash
Log Cabin Quilts Unlimited
Turn classic blocks into modern quilt designs with this guide featuring 5 projects that mix and match 3 log cabin styles. Quilting teacher Sarah Kaufman is passionate about Folded Log Cabin Quilts. Here she shares her unique take on this traditional technique. Sarah covers everything from cutting and pressing strips to joining, sashing, finishing, and embellishing. With Sarah’s step-by-step instructions you will learn to add dimension and texture to your log cabin quilts and decor projects. The projects included in this volume include quilts,
pillow tops, and table runners. A quilt gallery is also included for more inspiration.
Revisit a classic - and catch the hottest quilting fever! Choose from 11 projects that mix traditional Log Cabin blocks with baskets hearts, stars and other popular motifs Expand your design possibilities with several different Log Cabin blocks, such as Off-Center Log Cabin, Courthouse Steps and Courthouse Steps with Cornerstones Make your next quilt a new classic - it?s easy with the simplicity and versatility of Log Cabin blocks!
Learn to create modern quilts more quickly and easily than ever with this popular method, featuring thirteen projects and twenty-five bonus ideas. Do you believe rules were meant to be broken? If so, this improvisational quilt-as-you-go technique is for you. Instead of dealing with precise paper patterns and cutting measurements, you’ll learn how to piece fabric onto small, manageable batting blocks. Let your creative juices flow as you quilt directly on the blocks (not the whole quilt!), whether in large abstract zigzags or small structured
stitches. After the blocks have been joined, all you need to do is add backing fabric and binding, and—voila—it’s finished! A modern approach to quilting that’s fresh, fun, and simpler than it sounds; it will change the way you quilt (for the better) Great for moms or anyone with a busy schedule—these thirteen projects are easy to transport because they make it simple to pick up where you left off Go your own way: This method allows you to use a pattern or improvise, creating a wide variety of design options Save money! Learn how to
finish your own quilts without the use of a longarm professional “Quilting is easier than ever with Jera Brandvig’s modern spin on the popular quilt-as-you-go technique.” —Modern Quilts Unlimited “Quilt-as-you-go (QAYG) is one of those techniques that every quilter is curious about trying, but can be daunting as the process is so different to the traditional process of making a quilt top and then quilting it. . . . The book introduces the technique very thoroughly, so you can clearly understand the difference between traditional piecing and
quilting and QAYG. Then there’s a great selection of gorgeous quilts that are sure to appeal to the modern quilter. A must if you’ve ever thought about trying QAYG and haven’t had a clue where to start.” —Make Modern Magazine
"Make perfect curvy log cabin blocks easily with no math and no measuring"--Page 1 of cover.
Log Cabin Pattern
Log Cabin Restructured
16 Quilts from an All-Time Favorite Block
20 Modern Log Cabin Quilts
Complete Patterns and Instructions for Making All Types of Log Cabin Quilts
Fat Quarter Workshop
Modern Neutrals

It's the iconic Log Cabin design, reimagined by today's top designers! This beloved celebration of home and hearth is always in style. Scrappy, traditional, or modern--you'll find a Log Cabin quilt with timeless appeal to suit every taste. Featuring 16 versatile and eye-catching Log Cabin designs, in sizes ranging from lap size to bed size Stock up on fat quarters and precut strips, or
raid your stash--these designs are tailor-made for showcasing solids, brights, florals, tone on tones, and more Put your own spin on tradition with fresh color schemes and bold geometric themes created by your favorite designers
Explains how to make a log cabin pattern quilt in less than sixteen hours
You've never seen a log cabin like this! It's the iconic Log Cabin design, reimagined by 15 of today's top designers! This beloved celebration of home and hearth is always in style. Scrappy, traditional, or modern - you'll find a Log Cabin quilt with timeless appeal to suit every taste. Featuring 15 versatile and eye-catching Log Cabin designs, in sizes ranging from lap size to bed size
Stock up on fat quarters and precut strips, or raid your stash - these designs are tailor-made for showcasing solids, brights, florals, reproduction prints, and more Put your own spin on tradition with fresh color schemes and bold geometric themes, created by your favorite designers: Susan Ache, Lissa Alexander, Heather Andrus, Penny Barnes, Audrie Bidwell, Melissa Corry, Amy Ellis, Jill
Finley, Lynne Hagmeier, Brigitte Heitland, Kimberly Jolly, Carrie Nelson, Rebecca Silbaugh, Amy Smart, Jocelyn Ueng, and Jackie Whit
If you think quilting is too difficult or too complicated, you’re not alone. Cutting hundreds of pieces and joining angled seams can be tough work! But log cabin quilting—an artful and simple way to piece strips of fabric around a central square—is different. From the intuitive construction through the straight-line stitching, this style of quilting is simple as can be. In Modern Log
Cabin Quilting, Susan Beal outlines the entire process from start to finish, including basic quilting how-to as well as extensive design, fabric, and embellishment information. Since all log cabin designs follow the same formula, once you master straight lines and right angles, any of the 25 projects in this book are possible. From stash-friendly designs like the Charming Camera Case to
more ambitious undertakings like the Vintage Linens Quilt, there’s sure to be a project that will get you into (or bring you back to) quilting!
Make a Quilt in a Day
Folded Log Cabin Quilts
Weekend Log Cabin Quilts
Make a Quilt in a Day--log Cabin Pattern
Beyond the Block
Block-Buster Quilts - I Love Log Cabins
Creating a Handmade Home
“With its diverse selection of fabrics and designs, A Quilting Life is a fine pick for any quilter looking to produce family-oriented keepsake results.” —The Needlecraft Shelf Bring the handmade tradition home with these charming quilts and home accessories. Inspired by a grandmother who loved to sew for her family, quilter and blogger Sherri McConnell gives traditional patterns like hexagons, stars, snowballs, and Dresden Plates a new look featuring fabrics by some of today’s most popular designers. Nineteen cozy projects include pillows, tote bags, table runners, and larger quilts—quick and easy
designs that make great gifts. “Sherri’s book is a treasure! It’s full of fun and straight-forward patterns for quilts, table toppers, pillows, bags and more—all the goodies to make a cozy home.” —Thimbleanna “Would you like the opportunity to make tomorrow’s heirlooms in today’s vast selection of prints? . . . If so, this could be the reference book that will get you started. There are 19 projects, mainly focusing on handmade household items but including some larger quilts too.” —Fabrications Quilting for You “Beautiful inspiration if you are a seasoned quilter, but also a great resource with clear and
in some cases, simple patterns for newbies as well.” —Diary of a Quilter “Color photos of finished needlework projects accompany step-by-step diagrams and assembly patterns, while at-a-glance sidebars covering materials and cutting allow needleworkers to gauge the complexity of each project.” —The Needlecraft Shelf
The bestselling authors of Modern One-Block Quilts update the most recognizable quilt pattern in history with new designs and dazzling colors. Don’t be square—discover exciting log cabins in varied shapes and formations! Bestselling authors Natalia Bonner and Kathleen Whiting put an imaginative new twist on the classic block with bold colors and dramatic lines. Packed with possibilities, this collection offers 20 quilts each in 3 sizes (baby, throw, coverlet), with a bonus chapter on throw pillows and shams. Quick-sew techniques (no curves here!) make it easy to stitch big quilts. Whether you’ve
been quilting for months, years, or decades, these fresh layouts with straightforward construction are sure to inspire! “Explore these fresh variations of the Log Cabin block and create an eye-catching modern quilt for your home.”—Quiltmaker “Simple blocks in clear bright colors. Only three techniques are used, Snowball block, half square triangles and pieced strips . . . There are alternative colorways for each quilt. It would be suitable for a beginner as the instructions and diagrams are easy to follow.”—British Patchwork & Quilting
Learn this all-in-one machine piecing and quilting technique. Includes complete instructions for 12 quilts.
“Stunning . . . packed with inspiration and practical advice to help quilters of all abilities create unique abstract art quilts from photographs and images.” —Pretty Patches Take the first steps to becoming an art quilter with popular teacher and bestselling author Katie Pasquini Masopust. Starting with an inspiration image, choose fabrics to create your own artistic log cabin quilts. Learn to navigate visual pathways and composition, applying easy techniques and experimenting with color. Student work is showcased to prove that anyone can create an art quilt! Design and make your masterpiece with
freeform log cabin blocks using this versatile method. “As she demonstrates, a simple log cabin block can become a rich and dynamic fiber art statement through inspired use of color, fabric choices and placement.” —Generation Q Magazine “Her method is sure to result in something that is personal, unique and very satisfying.” —Down Under Textiles “This is a fascinating approach to creating original designs with traditional piecing methods.” —Machine Quilting Unlimited
Log Cabin Quilts
The Case for Capitalism
Innovative Designs for Traditional Quilts
Dynamic Quilts and Projects for Every Room
A New Look at Log Cabin Quilts
15 Quilts from an All-Time Favorite Block
The Log Cabin Quilt
Shake up your Log Cabin with a 60° ruler! Best-selling Authors Marci Baker and Sara Nephew are back with a new slant on the Log Cabin. This updated second edition includes 6 new patterns, for a total of 40 projects! A robust "design your own" section with setting shapes, alternate blocks, and border options will help you uncover infinite possibilities. Cutting is fast and easy with the 10" Clearview Triangle ruler.
The Log Cabin design dates back to the time of the pioneers and is one of the most popular quilting patterns today with it's traditional red center representing the heart or the hearth of the home and the strips around the center representing the logs of the cabin. Those who are new to quilting start with the easy sew/assemble techniques taught in the "Log Cabin" book and experienced quilters enjoy the versatility of the many other patterns offered such as Barn Raising or Field and Furrows. The Log Cabin contains 96 pages, of 11 sized quilts with pillow, sham, and
tote bag in 19 different layout designs, fully illustrated in color with photos of finished quilts.
Create modern quilted home decor for every room in your house! Showcasing the best of Modern Patchwork Magazine, Modern Patchwork Home features patterns from today's top designers. From quilts and runners to pillows and whimsical accessories, customizable carryalls to a cool yoga mat, you can create custom looks that showcase your favorite fabrics. Inside this must-have resource, you'll find: • Project instructions for 20+ inspiring modern quilting projects, including bed-size quilts, throw pillows, wall-hangings, and fun accessories that will add a little
whimsy to any space. • Illustrated step-by-step tutorials explaining essentials skills and timesaving techniques. • Tips and tutorials on choosing fabrics, sewing better quilts, and more! Modern Patchwork Home includes everything you need to create custom modern home decor that showcases your one-of-a-kind style.
Packed with possibilities, this collection offers 20 quilts each in 3 sizes, with a bonus chapter on throw pillows and shams. Whether you've been quilting for months, years, or decades, these fresh layouts with straightforward construction are sure to inspire.
25 Simple Quilts and Patchwork Projects
Star Log Cabin Quilt
Artful Log Cabin Quilts
Modern Log Cabin Quilting
Create Depth in a Classic Block From Traditional to Contemporary
The Great American Log Cabin Quilt Book

Learn quilting basics from a YouTube sensation and practice your skills with 12 fun projects suitable for all skill levels. Her instructional videos have inspired thousands to start sewing. Now for the first time, sew-lebrity Laura Coia shares written patterns for the most loved video tutorials on her “Sew Very Easy” YouTube channel! Learn the basics of quilt making, from cutting and pressing to borders and finishing. Then practice your skills with a dozen beautiful projects—quilts you’ll come back to time and time again—all suitable for beginners and beyond.
See log cabin blocks in a whole new light! Celebrated quilt artist Flavin Glover builds on the basic Log Cabin block, turning this American classic into a gorgeous art form! These 10 quilt projects use square and rectangular Log Cabin blocks to create cityscapes, natural vistas, and more. Plus, photos and easy-to-follow charts show how to combine fabrics, colors, and shapes for successful designs. Two galleries of Glover's work demonstrate her artful techniques.
Want to be a scrap quilter? Great! Want to think like a scrap quilter? Learn from a master! Lissa Alexander has spent three decades honing her scrap-quilting talents, and in her first solo book, she offers page after page of tips for making dazzling scrap quilts bursting with colors, prints, and textures. Learn Lissa's secrets for deciding which fabric combinations work (and understanding why others don't). Best of all, with a dozen patterns to choose from you'll discover how to (finally!) use your unique stash to make scrap quilts that sing. Includes a preface by renowned quilt historian
Barbara Brackman.
Explore the timeless charm--and versatility--of an iconic block! Classic yet contemporary, Log Cabin blocks are steeped in tradition yet open to infinite possibilities. In Beyond the Block, today's top designers show you how to take the traditional Log Cabin block in new directions, creating inspired designs that embrace the past while incorporating modern aesthetics and one-of-a-kind style. In Beyond the Block, you'll find: • 15 inspiring patterns for quilts, accessories, and home décor from some of the biggest names in quilting today--including Tula Pink, Thomas Knauer, Debbie
Grifka, and Siobahn Rogers. • Illustrated, step-by-step tutorials for making a variety of Log Cabin blocks, from traditional to wonky. • Expert tips on everything from quilt-making basics to choosing fabrics and using color. • Artist profiles and inspiring essays on making group projects, quilting for charity, creating your own Log Cabin block designs, and more! Featuring projects anyone can make, this beautifully curated collection will inspire you to take your quilting to the next level and make your own mark on one of quilting's most beloved blocks--the Log Cabin.
Machine Quilting with Style
For People who Don't Have Time to Quilt : Plus Lots of Variations
Not Your Grandmother's Log Cabin
Not Your Grandmother's Log Cabin: 40 Projects - New Quilts, Design-Your-Own Options & More
23 Log Cabin Quilt Projects Made with Triangles, Diamonds, Hexagons and Curves
Oh, Scrap!
Creative Log Cabin Quilting
Star Log Cabin adds a new dimension of beauty to the classic Log Cabin pattern. Using her famous Log Cabin book as the foundation, Eleanor has developed an assembly-line method of adding stars among the blocks. These are easy stars, not diamond patches! Choose from several different layouts for a distinctive look
When Elvirey and her family move to a log cabin in the Michigan woods, something even more important than Granny's quilt pieces makes the new dwelling a home.
Quilt along with Christa using walking-foot or free-motion techniques to create fabulous quilts--from start to finish--on your home sewing machine. Award-winning quilter Christa Watson shows you how with 8 different walking-foot designs and 10 free-motion quilting motifs, plus 12 inventive patterns to put all the quilting techniques to use! Go beyond quilting in the ditch--quilt parallel lines, radiating lines, and shattered lines as you turn straight
stitches into walking-foot wonders that wow! Love the look of free-motion quilting but not sure where to begin? Start with simple stipples and expand your repertoire to include wandering waves, boxes, pebbles, loops, and many more. Discover Christa's top tips for machine-quilting success and learn to use quilting designs to enhance each part of the quilt, whether you're making a baby quilt, wall quilt, or throw.
Be inspired by the versatility of the log cabin design! In addition to learning the basics of constructing a traditional log cabin block, with Log Cabin Restructured, you'll see innovative ways that this beloved motif can be used, such as diamonds, triangles, hexagons, and curves. Based on one of the most popular quilting motifs in history, Shizuko Kuroha provides more than twenty distinctly different projects constructed from log cabin block
variations, including pin cushions, potholders, pouches, pillows, wall hangings, and full-sized quilts.
New Quilts from an Old Favorite
Log Cabin ABCs
Fresh Techniques for Busy Quilters
Extraordinary Log Cabin Quilts
Quilt As-You-Go Made Modern
Log Cabin Quilts With Attitude
12 Skill-Building Projects from Laura Coia

Beginning with a history of these much-admired quilts, this lushly photographed collection moves on to interesting up-to-date patterns, many of which have been especially created by well-known artisans. Breathtaking full-color images showcase such variations as Log Cabin Skylines, Cubes, and Stained Glass, and they re all presented with illustrated, easy-to-follow instructions on
techniques ranging from templates to foundation piecing. With such complete directions, even the beginner will be able to complete one of these very special quilts.
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